
Lisa Hennig-Olsen (b.1990)
She / Her • lisa.hennigolsen@gmail.com

EDUCATION                                                                                                                                                                            
Parsons School of Design                          New York, US  
MFA Fine Arts, Minor Design Studies                                    2020 
• Cumulative GPA: 3.90/4.00  
• Relevant Coursework: Critical Thinking, Professional Practice, Advanced Practice: Spatial Thinking, Experimental 
Fashion, Technical DSLR and Sony, Agile Lighting, Discourses in Design

Royal College of Art               London, UK  
MA, Contemporary Art Practice, Performance                           2019 
• MA Thesis: “Please Don’t Touch, Help Us Preserve The Art”

Amsterdam University of the Arts         Amsterdam, NL 
BA, Dance, Modern Theatre Dance                           2014 
• Relevant Coursework: Contemporary Dance Techniques, Classical Dance Techniques, Composition, Music and 
Rythm, Anatomy, Alexander Technique, Philosophy, Movement Analysis  
 
AWARDS                                                                                                                                                                                  
• Cultiva Ekspress Grant            2022  
• Cultiva Superekspress Grant            2022  
• Arts Council Norway Scholarship            2021  
• Amsterdam Municipality CAWA Certificate            2021  
• Cultiva Ekspress Grant            2021  
• Cultiva Ekspress Grant            2020  
• Kristiansand Kunstnerstipend Municipality Scholarship            2018  
• Tom Wilhelmsens Stiftelse Grant            2016  
• Arts Council Norway Scholarship            2015

WORK EXPERIENCE                                                                                                                                                           
Artist      Multiple locations  
Exhibitions and performance engagements 2014 - 2022  
•  South London Gallery, Anna Maria and Stephen Kellen Gallery, 5th Base Gallery, Cork Street Galleries,  
NPO3, Arteriet Gallery, PUF Festival, Ravnedans, Sugarfactory, EYE Film Museum, Kristiansand Kunsthall  
Contemporary interdisciplinary art                
• Residencies: Arteriet (Kristiansand) 2021, OT301 (Amsterdam) 2021-2022, World of Co (online) 2022, Upcoming: 
Joya: arte + ecología (Spain) 2022  
• Collaborators: Mehdi Farajpour - Orian Dance Theatre, Noumenon, Iris Woutera, Henna Aaltonen, Mojmir Bures, 
Morten Poulsen, Cossac, Maya Njie Perfumes

Gallerist                Cannes, FR 
Galerie Espen Artdenor                                           2018          
• Specialized in Scandinavian Contemporary Art  
• Relevant Tasks: Arranged and coordinated logistics, executed administrative assistance, advised potential clients, 
developed online presence

LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE                                                                                                                                                                               
Curation
Transcendence, exhibition            New York, US
• Relevant Tasks: Formulated proposal, organized and arranged exhibition            2020
A Sustainable Future        London  
• Innovation and sustainability focused Contemporary Art and Design            2018
• Relevant tasks: Created Open Call, conducted proofreading and copywriting, planned and executed budgeting and 
economic aspects, achieved promotion and sponsorship deals, managed and conducted art critiques

        
Student representative               London, UK  
Royal College of Art 2017 - 2018

Teaching         Multiple locations
Performance art and object exploration 2012 - 2022
• Workshops: Tutored participants at Mølla Vinbar in Kristiansand, 4Bid Gallery in Amsterdam
Contemporary Dance and Movement  
• Taught students at Copenhagen Contemporary Dance School preparatory course, Vågsbygd High School,  
Softa Landing QL2 Canberra, UKM Aust-Agder, and initiated numerous self-administered workshops
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Testimonials  

ARTISTIC EXPRESSION                                                                                                                                                                               
        
Lisa Hennig-Olsen’s performance of “Unravel” is everything 21st-century performance art should be: beautiful, 
questioning, challenging, thought-provoking. She performed Unravel in the 2019 New School Centennial Musicircus 
with total focus and commitment. The New School, and the NYC creative community, are all the richer for having 
performers such as Lisa.  
• Blair Mc Millen, concert pianist and festival director 

Lisa Hennig-Olsen’s performance work checks a mandatory box — it is art- historically informed. She operates, 
knowingly. Now, the gloves come off. In our financialized world order, where imagination is not only weaponized under 
the banner of innovation but complicit in the tyranny of oligarchic wealth, Lisa's artistry powerfully assaults me, affirms 
for me, why art is our most powerful defense and assertion. Our (her) intelligence, our (her) subtlety, our (her) 
persistence, raising the stakes in a smooth-flowing yet compounding performance, implicates our wonder. James 
Baldwin, decades past, identified our preoccupation with “numbers” as a social metric. He countered that what we we 
need is passion. Lisa Hennig-Olsen’s work asserts that what is crucial is courage. Individual, inevitably vulnerable, 
courage. She speaks without a single spoken word. Hers is a song, of empathy, endurance, and insistence. What other 
choice?, she asks, implicitly, explicitly.  
• Jane Philbrick, Harvard alumna, artist, lecturer and CEO of Wear Wool New London 

LEADERSHIP AND PROFESSIONALISM                                                                                                                                                                             

Lisa Hennig-Olsen, and her workshop in Performance Art and Object Exploration, helped me grow so much as a 
performance artist. I gained loads of inspiration and drive. We explored a range of methods, materials, and 
techniques such as meditation, object exploration, performance scores, painting and drawing. Every day was 
well planned, and I was excited to get to work and meet up every day. As a teacher she created a safe and calm 
environment. She also had a unique ability to aid us to be independent in our work as well as create unity among 
us. Her approach gave me courage to perform live for the first time after only being able to perform through 
video and Zoom during the pandemic lockdown. This pushed me to do so again later that month, for a bigger 
audience [at the opening ceremony of Pride at City Hall]. I found the workshop process very smooth, and the 
public showing of our works was intimate and safe, yet positively challenging.   
• Tora Ravn, workshop participant 

I would like to recommend this experience [Performance Art and Object Exploratoin workshop] to anyone who 
is curious to try out a creative and playful art form. Artist and workshop leader Lisa Hennig-Olsen is a pleasant 
and accommodating person, with which it is easy to feel comfortable. The workshop offered an exciting meeting 
with performance art, an art form I knew little of in advance. During the course of the workshop, I experienced 
breaking out of my comfort zone while exploring objects, body and mind. Lisa is a good supervisor, and I felt 
comfortable to explore my own boundaries in a safe environment.  
• Silje Pedersen Engeset, workshop participant

I worked with Lisa during the exhibition A Sustainable Future at the Royal College of Art in December 2018. During 
that time, I got to know Lisa’s impeccable work ethic, a mix of hard work, passion and serenity. It was a real pleasure to 
work with someone as dedicated as Lisa. She always had great attention towards our artistic team, providing support 
and direction, yet still open to new ideas. Lisa is a great curator and team leader. I would recommend anyone with the 
opportunity to work with her to do so.  
• Messua Poulin Wolff, artist and PHD candidate Royal College of Art 
 
Lisa is an amazing curator and really pay attention to details. From the selection of the projects to the paper of the 
posters, she organized A Sustainable Future in a professional and friendly manner. The exhibition received a lot of 
positive feedback from our visitor and became truly inspiring to help us foresee the possibilities of the current trends in 
different industries. It has been a pleasure for me to cooperate with Lisa and hope we can work together again.  
• Yishan Qin, innovation design engineer and illustrator 
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Lisa has excellent aptitudes for professionalism, initiative, seriousness and is a great team member as well as a strong 
individual. I highly recommend her.  
• Anne Duffau, Tutor and Acting Pathway Leader of Critical Practice, Royal College of Art 

I can attest to the seriousness and commitment with which she [Lisa] approaches her work.  
• Carrie Yamaoka, fierce pussy founding member, Guggenheim Fellow, visual artist

LEARNING CAPABILITIES                                                                                                                                                                               

Lisa’s contribution to this [Discourses in Design] high-level graduate theory seminar was remarkable, both in how she 
intelligently and critically presented material and participated to seminar discussions, showing very strong skills in 
critical thinking. The main outcome of this course was a semester-long academic essay. Her contribution was not only 
highly original and creative, but rigorously researched and beautifully written. Coming from an art and performance 
background, Lisa brought a very personal, strongly feminist and poetic contribution to the course, which was much 
appreciated by her classmates who came from Masters and PhD programs across the university, and from very diverse 
fields: art and design history, creative writing and journalism, various design disciplines, and several fields in the social 
sciences. Lisa would bring … a much needed criticality towards inherited, canonical (male-driven) modes of knowledge 
production, thereby contributing to reframing the relationship of the arts to the humanities, of theory to practice. 

In effect, throughout the course of the semester, Lisa experimented with unconventional modes of knowledge 
transmission, breaking the barrier between theory and practice in highly effective way. Her approach to research and 
knowledge is marked by strong beliefs in social justice: questions of equity and diversity always surfaced through her 
contributions, in intersectional ways that allowed her keen take on patriarchy and the oppressive gaze on the female 
body, which was the topic of her essay, to productively inform themes of sustainability and social justice writ large. 

In the context of graduate seminar discussions, Lisa was an articulate and engaging speaker, as well as a careful listener 
and perceptive observer. She displayed generosity towards her classmates, offering her own brand of creativity and 
analytical skills to assist in the development of their respective projects. Lisa is extremely pleasurable to work with. In 
my view, she possesses all the necessary qualities to grow into a remarkable scholar  
• PhD. Caroline Dionne, Assistant Professor in History & Theory of Design Practice and Curatorial Studies Parsons 
School of Design - New School  
 
Lisa, during the two semesters I worked with her in a course devoted to Critical Thinking at Parsons MFA in Fine Arts, 
was one of the brightest and most motivated in the class. Lisa’s contributions to class are memorable not only for what 
was said, but for how they were said. Always there was a measured tone, and a kind of awareness of breath, in how she 
would speak. That Lisa’s work was concerned with the potential for being present, and communing with others through 
the now-time of live performance, seems embodied by this form of elocution. Another aspect of Lisa’s work which 
struck me was her capacity to be a student and be mentored. She gladly took suggestions for readings and art works 
offered to her by both myself and her peers. This showed in her final paper for our Fall 2019 course, in which she based 
her argument partially on a number of performance theorists I had suggested she read, such as Rebecca Schneider and 
Fred Moten. That she ventured off on her own with such difficult critical theorists is a testimony to her independence as 
a thinker, as well as to her willingness to act upon others’ feedback and recommendations.  
• PhD. Thom Donovan, Professor in Critical Thinking Parsons School of Design - New School

FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                                                                                                            

We hereby confirm that Lisa Hennig-Olsen has maintained an account with Nordea Bank Abp, filial i Norge since 
2005/12/16. The customer has fulfilled their obligations towards Nordea Bank Abp, filial i Norge to our satisfaction. 
This information has been given without any obligation for Nordea Bank Abp, filial i Norge or any of its officers.  
• Nordea Bank

We hereby declare that Ms.Hennig-Olsen, tenant of Eerste Goudsbloemdwarsstraat 14-3, always behaved like a good 
tenant and never had any arrears in payments.  
• Beheermaatschappij van Vaste Activa B.V.


